Henderson ‘H’ Series Dock Bumper
---

H290 HENDERSON BUMPER
ITEM NO. 03-H290
For commercial or private docks, the Model H290 dock bumper offers
exceptional performance combined with a streamlined profile. Made of
resilient PVC compound engineered to be both weather and fungusresistant, this tough, affordable dock bumper stands the test of time
without deteriorating. Its unique 4+3 design provides four angled columns
and three air-cushioned chambers to absorb heavy impacts. Easy to
install on dock or pilings, the Model H290 bumper is available in white in a
standard length of 8 feet, packaged ten per carton. Can be special
ordered in other lengths (minimum order applies).
H290A HENDERSON BUMPER
ITEM NO. 03-H290A
For commercial or private docks, the Model H290A, is a smaller version of
the H290 Model. This dock bumper offers exceptional performance
combined with a streamlined profile. Made of resilient PVC compound
engineered to be both weather and fungus-resistant, this tough,
affordable dock bumper stands the test of time without deteriorating. Its
unique 4+3 design provides four angled columns and three air-cushioned
chambers to absorb heavy impacts. Easy to install on dock or pilings, the
Model H290A bumper is available in white in a standard length of 8 feet,
packaged ten per carton. Can be special ordered in other lengths
(minimum order applies).
H300A HENDERSON BUMPER
ITEM NO. 03-H300A
With its exclusive 5+4 design, the Model H300A dock bumper offers the
superior impact resistance that makes it the first choice in today’s marine
applications. Five heavy-duty solid columns and four spacious vertical air
chambers give the Model H300A its strength – and its specially
formulated PVC compound gives it exceptional flexibility and resistance to
weather and fungus attack. The end result is bumper that’s tough enough
to stand the test of time – and affordable as well. H300A is available in
white in a standard length of 8 feet, packaged eight per carton. Can be
special ordered in other lengths (minimum order applies).
H390A HENDERSON BUMPER
ITEM NO. 03-H390A
This heavy-duty dock bumper is designed to safeguard both watercraft
and docks from damaging effects of repeated impacts. The Model H390A
dock bumper features an exclusive 5+4 design that protects larger boats,
with five solid columns and four air-cushioned chambers. Made of
resilient, fungus-resistant PVC compound, the Model H390A withstands
even the harshest weather for years to come. Easy to install on docks or
pilings, it is available in white in a standard length of 8 feet, packaged
eight per carton. Can be special ordered in other lengths (minimum order
applies).
For orders less than full cases, a 25% “split case” charge will apply.
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Specifications subject to change without notice. Not responsible for rust.
Liability limited to product replacement at the option of Henderson Marine Supply, Inc.
Not responsible for any inaccuracies in specifications.

